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OVERVIEW

U.S. EQUITIES

For the second quarter of 2017, equity markets
continued higher but with less strength in U.S. Equities
than the previous two quarters. International Equities
led the way with a very strong quarter and returns in
the U.S. across all market caps were positive. Bond
returns were generally low but still positive. The 10-year
U.S. Treasury yield remained below 2.50% even though
the Federal Reserve hiked short-term rates another
0.25% and forecasted additional rate hikes later this
year. Market volatility has been low this year and the
U.S. economic landscape is fairly stable, which are
positives for investors. However, concerns over U.S.
Equity valuations, the current political environment, and
the high probability of Fed action later this year may
generate more volatility in the second half of 2017.

U.S. large-cap stocks (S&P 500 Index) returned 3.1% for
the quarter and 9.3% year-to-date. Mid-cap stocks (S&P
400 Index) returned 2.0% for the quarter and 6.0% yearto-date, while small-cap stocks (S&P 600 Index) were
up 1.7% and 2.8%, respectively. Growth-oriented stocks
again outperformed value-oriented stocks for the
quarter and year-to-date. Second quarter earnings will
be released in the coming weeks and Fact Set estimates
a 6.6% year-over-year annualized growth rate.
U.S. Equities were not as strong as International Equities
in the second quarter, but the S&P 500 continued hitting
new highs throughout the quarter. Valuation levels
remain elevated relative to historical averages, but
we are not in an “average” market. Inflation, interest
rates, and volatility are lower than historical averages,
supporting higher valuation levels. Two prominent
risks we currently see in U.S. Equities would be fading
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U.S. Equity Returns: Large (500), Mid (400), and Small (600)

investor sentiment and an upside surprise to economic
growth. If sentiment sours - and sentiment can change
very quickly - stocks could see their first correction of
2017. If economic activity were to increase more than
expected, interest rates and inflation could pop higher
and put downward pressure on equities.

The current economic and interest rate
environment supports slightly elevated
U.S. Equity valuations, but that could
change with a shift in sentiment or an
unexpected increase in economic activity.
We favor an underweight to U.S. Equities to protect
client assets from these and other potential risks for
which the probability of occurring has increased over
the past several quarters. We do not believe an extended
bear market (generally, a sustained fall in equity prices
by 20% or more) will happen in 2017, and it may not
happen for several more years. However, when we view
potential returns in coordination with potential risks, we
believe more attractive opportunities exist outside of
U.S. Equities.

INTERNATIONAL EQUITIES
International Equities (both developed
and emerging markets) outperformed
the major U.S. Equity indices in
the second quarter. International
Developed stocks (MSCI World exUSA Index) returned 5.6% for the
quarter and 12.8% year-to-date.
Emerging Markets stocks (MSCI
Emerging Markets Index) posted
a return of 6.3% for the quarter and
18.4% year-to-date. Growth in foreign
economies picked up and is expected
to be stronger than the U.S. for 2017.

Internationally, the election of Macron
in France provided a big sigh of relief
for investors. International Equities,
especially Europe and Emerging
Markets, have garnered much
attention this year from the media and
investors alike. Mutual fund and ETF
flows reports for the first half of 2017 show more cash
flowing into international strategies than U.S. strategies
for the first time in several years. Corporate earnings
growth for international companies also is projected
to far out-pace U.S. companies - in some regions, the
forward twelve-month estimated earnings growth is
twice the rate expected here in the U.S.

Thanks to improving fundamentals and
positive investor sentiment, International
Equities have seen tremendous interest from
investors in 2017, generating attractive returns.
We like the improving economic growth and continued
accommodative monetary policies abroad and favor an
overweight allocation to International Equities, including
Emerging Markets. We have liked International Equities
for several quarters now (admittedly, a little early), and we
continue to like International Equities for their improving
fundamentals and return potential. But we also get more
cautious whenever an asset class we like becomes the
belle of the ball. International Equities have garnered a
lot of attention - and flows - in the past two quarters.
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U.S. Equity, International Equity, and Agg Bond Returns

Money has flown into International Equities very rapidly,
providing very attractive returns. But if sentiment shifts,
that “fast money” could leave International Equities even
more quickly, causing volatility spikes and negative
returns. We believe in the long-term return potential of
International Equities, but are looking for opportunities
to decrease risk by trimming allocations if returns
continue at an accelerated pace.

REAL ASSETS & DIVERSIFYING STRATEGIES
Allocations to Diversifying Strategies and Real Assets
provided mixed results for the quarter. PIMCO All Asset
returned 1.9% for the quarter and 7.0% year-to-date,
outperforming bonds. Allocations to insurance-linked
bonds were up 0.9% for the quarter and 2.9% year-todate.

Diversifying Strategies have trailed equity
returns, and even bond returns, for several years,
but the lower expected returns for bonds and
U.S. Equities makes non-traditional investments
more attractive on a forward-looking basis.

Our positions in Real Assets, which
consist of Energy Infrastructure
investments, slightly detracted from
performance for the quarter and
year-to-date. Real Assets continue
to provide generally higher yields
than typical stocks and bonds, and
this could provide some cushion in
down markets, but returns may be
more muted as inflation is expected
to remain low for the next 12 months.
We like a smaller allocation to Real
Assets as the potential for changes
in interest rates may drive volatility
higher if yield seekers move to other
investments. A small allocation
still provides a hedge against
unexpectedly high inflation.

Diversifying Strategies (also referred
to as Alternatives) have been out of
favor for several years as volatility has
been low and both equities and bonds performed well.
So far this year has been no different, but we do not
believe it will last for the next several years, and we like
Diversifying Strategies to provide a smoother ride for
the expected rise - and unexpected spikes - in volatility.

BONDS
U.S. Intermediate bonds (Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Bond Index) returned 1.6% for the quarter
and 2.4% year-to-date. Municipal bonds (Bloomberg
Barclays Municipal Index) returned 2.0% for the second
quarter and 3.6% year-to-date. Short-term bonds
(Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg 1-3 Year Bond Index)
returned 0.3% for the second quarter and 0.7% year-todate.
Bond yields remained low throughout the second
quarter, but central banks began speaking in a more
positive tone, so yields during the second half of 2017
could see more movement. If the U.S. and economies
around the globe get a burst of unexpected growth,
inflation may rise more than expected, which could
further bump up yields. However, international yields are
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still much lower and drives investors into U.S. bonds.
This international demand, coupled with the potential
for investors to increase bond allocations as equity
market risks increases, should keep a limit on how high
bond yields will go in 2017.

Bonds have performed above expectations
so far in 2017, but it will be even tougher
to get the same return in the second half of
the year given the current level of interest
rates and actions expected by the Fed.

for the U.S. for 2017 are 2.2% (down from 2.3% at the
beginning of the year).
Both global and U.S. growth forecasts are improvements
over 2016 numbers (3.2% and 1.5%, respectively).
Internationally, emerging economies have even higher
expected growth rates near 4.4% (down slightly from
the 4.7% estimate at the beginning of the year) and
jump to over 5.0% growth expectations for 2019.
Another positive for economic growth is the continued
improvement to labor markets around the world.
Unemployment in the U.S. is down to 4.4% (previous
high of 9.9% during the Financial Crisis). Eurozone
unemployment is down to 9.2%, below the 15-year
average of 9.7% and well below the crisis high of 12.0%.
Emerging economies unemployment is around 5.7%,
similar to the past 3 years and down from a crisis high
of 7.0% (however, 2003 unemployment for emerging
economies was 8.6%, the highest since 1999).

We still like an underweight allocation to bonds, including
a relatively shorter duration (interest rate risk) than the
Barclays Agg Bond Index. However, given the recent
lopsided returns of equities over bonds, we likely will
have an opportunity to rebalance portfolios and add to
our allocation of bonds. When asset class returns have
high dispersion - such as equity and bond returns so
far in 2017 - rebalancing
(selling the winners) is
U.S. Economic Snapshot: Real GDP, Inflation, and Unemployment
a great way to bring a
portfolio back in line
with the desired risk
and return profile. If we
do get the opportunity
to rebalance, we would
add to bonds but still
maintain a slightly
underweight allocation.

ECONOMY
Economic
activity,
both domestically and
abroad, is following
a
positive
trend.
According to Bloomberg
data, the consensus
estimate for world
real economic growth
in 2017 is now 3.4%
(up from 3.2% at the
beginning of the year).
Consensus estimates
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One major difference between the U.S. economy and
international developed economies, especially the
European Union, are central bank policies. While both
the Fed and the European Central Bank (ECB) are fairly
accommodative in their policy (some would say very
accommodative relative to historical standards), the
Fed began raising interest rates several quarters ago
and the ECB continues to hold rates near 0%. This
difference in policy should help international economies
“catch up” to the U.S., which has outpaced the EU six out
of the last seven years.

With investor sentiment so high and such strong flows
into global equities, it reminds us of the words a wise
man (Warren Buffett) once said, “Be fearful when others
are greedy and greedy when others are fearful.”

The outlook for U.S. and international economic
growth has improved over recent years.
International Equities, especially emerging
markets, recently have been the biggest
beneficiaries of improving economic conditions.
While economic growth expectations around the world
are improving, there are a few spots of concern, many
of which (such as Venezuela and Brazil) deal more with
political strife and have a much lower impact on the
global economy. Even with a few weak spots across the
world, the global economy is in sync for the first time
in seven years and all economies should garner some
benefit from these global improvements.

SUMMARY
The first half of 2017 was very strong for equities, which
constantly hit new highs and experienced historically
low volatility. The “Trump Trade” continued in the first
few months, and although it began to weaken as political
uncertainty increased, strong corporate profit growth
boosted equities the past few months. Global sentiment
is positive and economic data mostly supports it. By
nearly all metrics, the threat of a recession in 2017 or
even the next 12 months is very low.
Looking forward, we are more cautious on the optimism
and do not believe that the nearly flawless first two
quarters of 2017 will continue for the long run. We
may be early in looking for ways to reduce risk, but our
overweight allocation to risk has benefited portfolios
and we want to lock in those gains.
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MCF Asset Class Views
Long-Term
Outlook

Current
Positioning

Focus for Next 12 Months

U.S. Equities

Slightly
Unfavorable

Slightly
Underweight

Invest with potential risks in mind, adding to allocation
during periods of market downturns

International
Equities

Relatively
Positive

Overweight

Mix of developed and emerging markets,
balancing risks with U.S. Equities

Real Assets

Positive

Overweight

Hedge the potential for a surprise increase to inflation

Diversifying
Strategies

Positive

Overweight

Spread risk away from U.S. Equities and interest rates

Bonds

Unfavorable

Underweight

Maintain minimum allocation to core bonds and lower
duration, increase allocation if rates spike

Cash

Unfavorable

Underweight

Minimize; used only for liquidity needs

Asset Class
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